
trends and most frequent words in the collected data set. These
results remains ambiguous, partially because the language used
is Arabic, in which without writing the correct movements
and accents,a word can have multiple meanings, which varies
widely between unrelated meanings. Thus, second analysis of
linked media is performed, to explain and define the correct
meaning by associating these words to related images.

Choosing the most representative images is performed using
a novel process, and the results of this analysis are shown in
Figure 6. This analysis is performed over the significant words
of 2016. The first row shows four automatically chosen images
for word ’Aleppo’ out of 302 images in the dataset. Second
row shows three images for word ’Turkiye’ out of 136 images
and third row contains 2 words for word ’melhame’ out of 10
images.

The approach applied helps to clarify the meaning of
the keywords in a specific domain. In our case the most
shared words by refugees in Turkey are presented, and the
most related images are chosen, this combination eases the
understanding of the most important issues the refugees cared
about or considered to discuss through their social media
accounts. For instance, reading the text ’Halep’ could mean
milking or Aleppo (the Syrian city) and ’melhame’ could mean
epic or butcher; by associating these words with images, the
ambiguity is removed and the meanings are revealed so we
can tell that the topics are Aleppo city and epic respectively.
This does not only help the presentation objectives but also
enhance the possibilities of future planning and development
of solutions for their problems and obstacles in Turkey.

V. CONCLUSION

An approach to retrieve and analyze refugees’ issues in
Turkey, is presented in this paper, using Twitter as a data
source to define refugees accounts and trace their activities
back in time is explained too. The data set gathered contains
horizontal and vertical dimensions for a multilevel analysis,
such as time, location, inference, opinion, sentiment, and
politically oriented accounts. This provides wide potentials for
deeper future analysis to better understanding the conditions of
refugees, and to enhance the public plans for their integration.

To understand the issues and topics shared and discussed
by refugees who are forced to leave and refuge in other
countries, visual means are used to communicate and present
these topics. A potential future work is the creation of image
clouds associated with wordclouds about specific domain of
interest. Social and cultural identity could be studied in order
to be presented by using this approach to choose the most
representative images the refugees in Turkey has shared during
their refuge years.
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